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Background 

Critically ill patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) have a life-threatening condition or the 
propensity to develop one at any moment, and early recognition of evolving illness severity in the ICU is 
invaluable. Timely and accurate illness severity assessments may identify patients in need of life-saving 
interventions prior to the occurrence of an adverse event and may inform shared decision-making processes 
among patients, providers, and families regarding goals of care and optimal resource utilization. 

One of the most commonly used tools for assessing ICU patient acuity is the Sequential Organ 
Failure Assessment (SOFA) score1. SOFA considers 13 physiological variables representing six different 
organ systems (cardiovascular, respiratory, nervous, liver, coagulation, and renal) and uses their worst 
measurements over a 24-hour period in conjunction with static value thresholds to assign numerical scores 
for each component. The sum of these component scores yields a patient’s overall SOFA score, which can 
be used to assess illness severity and predict mortality2–4. Although SOFA provides a reasonably accurate 
assessment of overall condition and mortality risk, in practice it is often time-consuming, error-prone, and 
has accuracy hindered by the use of fixed cutoff points for each component score that do not capitalize on 
individual physiological patterns. 
 
Objective 

The emerging availability of high-fidelity physiologic measurements in the ICU from streaming 
electronic health record (EHR) systems offers the opportunity to apply computational approaches beyond 
existing conventional models5–7. We propose DeepSOFA8, a mortality risk prediction framework that 
utilizes the full scope of patients’ temporal measurements in conjunction with deep learning, a collection 
of machine learning techniques characterized by their ability to automatically learn optimal and often 
complex variable patterns directly from raw data without requiring manual feature extraction based on a 
priori domain knowledge9,10.  
 
Methods 

DeepSOFA is composed of a recurrent neural network (RNN) with gated recurrent units (GRU) 
and a state-of-the-art self-attention mechanism, and operates by continuously updating its parameters based 
on multivariate inputs from both the current and previous hours in the ICU. Individual mortality predictions 
incorporate patterns detected across the entirety of an ICU admission for generating and recalculating 
dynamic, real-time, and patient-centered acuity assessments. 

One of the weaknesses of deep learning techniques is the inherent difficulty in understanding the 
relative importance of model inputs in generating the output. In the case of mortality prediction, clinicians 
are interested not only in the likelihood of death, but also in knowing which factors are primarily responsible 
for the risk of death. To improve clinical interpretability and inspired by state-of-the-art results in other 
deep learning domains11, we modified the traditional GRU-RNN network to include a self-attention 
mechanism to allow clinicians to understand why the deep network is making its predictions. At each hour 
during a real-time ICU stay, the model’s attention mechanism focuses on salient deep representations of 
data from all previous time points, assigning interpretable relevance scores to every preceding hour that 



determine the magnitude of each hour’s contribution to the model’s overall mortality prediction. By 
aligning attention scores with the original input time series, the model is able to justify its mortality 
predictions in a clinician-interpretable manner for increased trust in patient acuity assessments. 

DeepSOFA was compared with two baseline models using traditional SOFA scores calculated at 
each hour using the previous 24 hours of a patient’s EHR data. The baseline mortality predictions associated 
with calculated SOFA scores were derived from both published mortality rate correlations with any given 
score2 (Bedside SOFA), and to overall AUC derived from raw SOFA scores12 (Traditional SOFA). At any 
hour during an ICU admission, the Bedside SOFA baseline model associated the current SOFA score with 
a predicted probability of mortality, as would be performed using an online calculator. Traditional SOFA 
is based on retrospective analysis that derives AUC from raw SOFA scores and mortality outcomes using 
a given cohort, and while not suitable for real-time prediction in practice, is a reasonable and contemporary 
baseline and an appropriate challenger to compare with DeepSOFA.  

Using both a private hospital cohort of 36,216 ICU admissions (referred to as P1) and a cohort of 
48,948 ICU admissions from the publicly available MIMIC-III database13 (referred to as P2), we compared 
DeepSOFA to baseline approaches using both internal and external validation methods. For internal 
validation, 5-fold cross validation was performed with each of the two cohorts independently. For external 
validation, models were trained on the entirety of one cohort and tested on the other. Performance was 
evaluated using AUC (area under the receiving operating characteristic curve) at each ICU hour. 
 
Results 

DeepSOFA significantly outperformed traditional SOFA models in external validation cohorts 
regardless of which cohort was used for model development. For brevity, we list only results from training 
on the P2 cohort and evaluating on the P1 cohort but note that performance was approximately equivalent 
between cohorts. Additionally, we omit internal validation results, which resulted in higher performance 
but carry fewer cross-institutional implications.  

Across all hours of each ICU encounter, DeepSOFA had a mean AUC of 0.90, 95% CI 0.90-0.91 
(p<0.05 compared with Bedside SOFA AUC of 0.79, 95% CI 0.79-0.80 and p<0.05 compared with 
Traditional SOFA AUC of 0.85, 95% CI 0.85-0.86). At the final hour of each ICU stay, DeepSOFA yielded 
an AUC of 0.93, 95% CI 0.93-0.94, p<0.05 compared to Bedside SOFA AUC of 0.82, 95% CI 0.81-0.83 
and p<0.05 compared to Traditional SOFA AUC of 0.88, 95% CI 0.88-0.89). Although model performance 
decreased slightly when prediction occurred earlier in the ICU encounter, DeepSOFA retained excellent 
AUC above 0.87, 95% CI 0.87-0.88 up to 100 hours away from hospital discharge or death, regardless of 
the mortality time point of interest. These findings were consistent across both cohorts. 
 
Discussion 

In large, heterogeneous populations of ICU patients, we have developed and externally validated a 
dynamic and interpretable deep learning framework (DeepSOFA) that uses a time-honored illness severity 
score framework to predict in-hospital mortality with significantly greater accuracy than traditional 
methods. Previous work has often employed multivariable regression models in predicting mortality using 
methods such as SOFA1, SAPS14–16, MPM16,17, and APACHE16,18. Although these methods have produced 
reasonably accurate predictions, their accuracy is inferior to that of deep models, and their clinical 
application is cumbersome compared with automated models that are well suited to capitalize on the 
emerging availability of streaming EHR data. In this regard, deep models may augment clinical decision-
making by serving as an early warning system to identify patients in need of therapeutic interventions and 
by informing the shared decision-making processes among patients, providers, and families regarding goals 
of care and resource utilization by instantaneously assessing large volumes of data over time, a task which 
is difficult and time-consuming for clinicians. 
 
Conclusion 

To our knowledge, DeepSOFA is the first application of deep learning toward generating real-time 
patient acuity scores8. Our interpretability mechanism is also a novel application of recent advances in deep 



learning self-attention, where we visualize the severity of fundamental time series patterns and their overall 
effect on the resulting acuity scores and mortality predictions. DeepSOFA may be applied to individual 
patients, exhibiting consistent and proportionate responses to clinical events, with visual representation of 
the probability of death and time periods during which model inputs disproportionately contributed to 
predictions. These findings suggest that the SOFA score can be augmented with more nuanced and 
intelligent mechanisms for assessing patient acuity. Deep learning technology may be used to augment 
clinician decision-making by generating accurate real-time prognostic data to identify patients in need of 
therapeutic interventions and inform shared decision-making processes among patients, providers, and 
families. 
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